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Have you ever dreamed of what
you wanted your own home congre-
gation to be and look like? When
visions of what a truly biblical
church would be like come dancing
onto the stage of my mind's eye, the
visions and dreams of young and old
blend in Christ. Here is my dream
and my obligation to see it come to
be. I believe there's room in this
dream for all to live out their faith in
God. Could this dream ever be ours?
I would like to see our congrega-
tion become increasingly like our
great model, Christ. It was in Christ
that God gave us his fullest disclo-
sure of himself. I would like for us to
have an ethos that would foster,
encourage, and promote, both in
individuals and in the corporate body,
deep personal faith in, and relation-
ships with, God. Relationships that
are motivated by gratitude flowing
from hearts that have an appreciation
for the mighty and gracious acts of
our powerful and loving heavenly
father. Not just a historical faith or
appreciation, but a vital and vibrant
one. An environment in our family
that does not hear a burden of
"shoulds and oughts" but is invited to
revel in his acts of love, because by
them we are helped to fall ever more
deeply in love with God. An environ-
ment in which God is our hero and
we are motivated to love like he
loved. A fellowship that glories in his
deeds of old and that depends on him
now, because we have come to him to
fill a want and we have a need to be
satisfied in him. A body that focuses,
not on form, but rather on content.
Sometimes primitivism seems so
hopelessly divisive, and I want a
family that is unified in Christ, not
necessarily uniform. All of the gifts
Paul mentions in Eph 4: 11-13
function to build up or edify the
body. Our target is to come to the
"full stature of Christ." Christ, the
fullest disclosure of God, would, in
my dream, be front and center in all
things! It is this mind of Christ that is
to find its home and rule in us. On
the cross God showed us how power
is to be used legitimately. Since we
all have some power in some sphere,
I want to be a part of a family that is
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learning how to love like he loves.
That is not the same thing as being
told that we "ought to" or "should"
be or do something. I want to be a
part of a family that helps me trust
him more day by day. One's life is
not transformed by a constant stream
of "shoulds and oughts" mentality,
but by a "lifting up" that draws
people to live like Emmanuel lived. I
want to be a part of a family or army
or-you pick the metaphor-that can
help me and us live a life before God
and before my fellow human beings
that has the "drawing" power of what
Leonard Allen calls a "cross-shaped
life." "Oh, for a faith like that. ... " I
want to be a part of a family that can
help me or any seeker have a faith
like that. Does that mean our family
will grow in number? It does, I
believe, at least mean that we will
grow more like the "stature of
Christ." God will take care of the
increase. I want to be a part of a
family in which my life and our lives
don't betray Christ and his message.
I want to be a part of a family that
tolerates divergence and is not
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sectarian in orientation, a family that
is more concerned with unity in
Christ than with conformity to a set
or sets of understandings generated
by things like an application of
Baconian thought to Scripture or
Zwingli's negative rule of Scripture. I
want a body that trusts more in God
than in knowing the correct doctrinal
position. I have spent a lifetime
trying to "know it right," and all I
have found is that there is no peace in
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trying to "know it right"-only the
fear of being wrong. God's grace
must save me in the end or I am
undone, for knowledge does not save
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subject to human error.
Is this dream anything like what
God wants us to reflect? Does it get
at the fundamentals of our life
together? Could the I ever become
we? Could a church family like that
be your home, too? Is it just a useless
daydream?
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